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I. Executive Summary
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Low-carbon Hydrogen: hype or hope ?
On the contrary to what one might think, hydrogen is far from being
a discovery of the 21st century. The molecules (H2) have been a
commodity for more than 100 years and have traditionally been used
as feedstock for industrial non-energy uses (petrochemicals refining,
ammonia production, steel manufacturing, etc.). Globally, about 70
million tonnes of hydrogen are produced each year (in its pure
form)1. This hydrogen production is almost entirely supplied from fossil
fuels (grey hydrogen produced via Steam Methane Reforming and
Coal gasification) and is therefore responsible of 830 million tonnes of
carbon dioxide (CO2) per year1, the equivalent of the CO2 emissions
of France and Spain combined2.
However, only very recently has hydrogen gained popularity in political
and scientific discussions as an energy vector contributing to a carbonfree transition. With the advance of new facilities and technologies, we
are now able to produce several “colours” of low-carbon hydrogen,
including green and blue hydrogen.

green
hydrogen

blue
hydrogen

Also called renewable hydrogen, the molecules are
produced by water electrolysis, using renewable
electricity (from solar PV and wind power). The carbon
footprint of renewable hydrogen only depends on
the greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions of the electricity
source (emission reported in the scope 2 of the GHG
Protocol), using a Life Cycle Analysis approach.

Unprecedented momentum for low-carbon hydrogen

The transition to low-carbon hydrogen has accelerated in the last few years in major economies that have developed and announced dedicated hydrogen
strategies and roadmaps. Australia, Japan, Chile, several European countries, China, Morocco, New Zealand, … all have plans for clean hydrogen. Currently,
there are more than 20 hydrogen strategies and roadmaps around the world.
Apart from Japan, South Korea and Australia, all strategies have been approved and published in 2020.
The predominant strategic goals pointed out by most of these strategies are as follows:
• Reduce GHG emissions and decarbonise energy, transport and industrial systems
• Foster sector coupling and facilitate the integration of renewable energies in power grids
• Support economic growth and industrial competitiveness
While backgrounds, challenges and enablers vary from a national strategy to another (mainly due to the industrial, economic and political context of each
country), there is a clear global consensus on the fact that low-carbon hydrogen is not only a bridging technology but also a crucial and essential
element to reach a carbon-neutral global economy.

JAPAN
Dec. 2017

2017

NETHERLANDS
Apr. 2020
GERMANY
Jun. 2020
CHILE
Nov. 2020

SOUTH KOREA
Jan. 2019

2018

A terminology commonly used for fossil-based
hydrogen production (grey hydrogen) combined
with CCUS (Carbon Capture, Utilization and Storage)
technologies to reduce CO2 emissions. Blue hydrogen
is not carbon free since about 10% of CO2 emissions are
not captured with CCUS technologies operating today3
(emission reported in the scope 1 of the GHG Protocol).

However, there is no established colour terminology for hydrogen produced
from nuclear and biomass plants as well as from low-carbon grid electricity
mixes (even though the carbon footprint of the produced hydrogen could
sometimes be lower than that of green hydrogen). It should be noted that the
EU has recently published a detailed classification of hydrogen types according
to the production pathway.4

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

2020

2019
FRANCE
Jun. 2017

(H2 deployment plan)

Source: Yélé Consulting, based on the World Energy Council

AUSTRALIA
Nov. 2019

NORWAY
May. 2020

2021 ...
FRANCE
Sept. 2020

(Green H2 strategy)

EU
Jul. 2020
PORTUGAL
Jul. 2020
SPAIN
Jul. 2020

IN PREPARATION
CHINA

MOROCCO
RUSSIA

Yélé Consulting has carried out this study to provide a factual and neutral analysis of the policies outlined by each hydrogen strategy. A specific focus will
be given to the unveiled hydrogen strategies (published before Dec. 2020), namely France, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Norway, the Netherlands, Australia,
Japan, South Korea and Chile. The European Union’s (EU) hydrogen strategy will also receive our special attention.

Sources: 1 IEA, The Future of Hydrogen (2019); 2 European Environment Agency (2020); 3 IEA, CCUS in the Clean Energy Transition (2020); 4 EC, A hydrogen strategy for a climate-neutral Europe (2020)
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Hydrogen Strategies and Roadmaps
around the world

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Over the last few years, more than 20
hydrogen strategies and roadmaps
were published by several countries
around the world.
A distinction is made between:
• Official national hydrogen
strategies that have been published
by the respective governments
• Countries with ambitious policy
discussions to support the
development of low-carbon
hydrogen

Published national hydrogen
strategies
Ambitious policy discussions on
hydrogen
Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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Key Takeaways

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the light of the hydrogen strategies and roadmaps we have analysed, we identify the following 10 key takeaways:

1
2
3
4
5

Most countries aim to enter a phase of constant market growth between 2030 and
2040. The decades between 2030 and 2050 are expected to be a pivotal shift for
green hydrogen, requiring its massive upscale to support decarbonised societies. Until
then, other hydrogen production technologies, when possible low-carbon (e.g. via CCS
technology), are considered by many countries to ramp up produced volumes and kickstart markets.

Several countries (e.g. Australia, Chile, Portugal, Spain) try to position themselves as global players for hydrogen exports, first focusing on the upscale of domestic production.
The development of international markets is the next stage.

Only a few countries focus on producing hydrogen, while many are putting effort
into developing its use to support the transition towards a carbon-neutral economy. A
balanced approach by stimulating both production (technology push) and consumption
is however needed to sustain hydrogen’s uptake.

Access to low-cost and low-carbon electricity sources is a crucial factor for countries
wanting to develop an economy based on international hydrogen exports.

R&D support, regulatory measures and financial support are announced by all
countries. The level of detail vary however considerably, reflecting different degrees of
maturity.

6
7
8
9
10

The most prominent usage of low-carbon hydrogen will be in heavy transport
and industry sectors, the latter especially in industrialised countries that pledged sharp
emissions cuts in the run to 2050.

The analysed Asian countries have a specific interest in the transport sector, in particular passenger cars, and plan to use hydrogen in buildings (Japan and South Korea), in
contrast to European countries.

Only some strategies, the Japanese one is a perfect illustration, set precise sector targets for hydrogen use.

The major hydrogen producer and consumer countries will need to collaborate on
standards, technology and certification processes to facilitate the creation of a global hydrogen market.

The analysis shows that a dynamic and growing market for hydrogen will emerge in the
near future. There is certainty that costs will drop fast and hydrogen technologies
will gain in efficiency. Regulatory frameworks, subsidies for OPEX and other factors
such as the evolution of CO2 prices will also play an important role.
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II. Focus on Published Hydrogen Strategies
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australia

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: November 2019

special

features

The most immediate economic opportunity for Australia is to establish itself as hydrogen
supplier of choice to Japan and other nations such as South Korea that are
hungry for hydrogen as a cost-effective route to reduce emissions and support their
industrial development. Australia released its National Hydrogen Strategy to position
the country as a major global player in the hydrogen industry by 2030.

An industry that benefits all Australians: jobs and prosperity,
supporting communities where hydrogen industries are located,
reduce air pollution and boost hydrogen domestic use

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Become the major global player by 2030: be among the
top three exporters of hydrogen to Asian markets, earn the
global investors’ confidence, dispose of a hydrogen capability
demonstrated and recognised worldwide

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
Creating an environment conducive to
investment and supporting early-stage
technology development

ATTRACTING INVESTMENT

RESPONSIVE REGULATION

BUILDING MARKETS

Governments will review the
existing legal frameworks to
address whether they can
support hydrogen industry
development

Governments will ask the
bodies regulating energy
markets to account for the
possible effects of hydrogen
industry growth in their
planning and future reforms

18 Mt H2

1Mt H2
0,5 Mt H2

912 TWh
19 TWh

2020
export

industry

power system

transport

Helping the establishment of
international relationships with
future country markets and
building community confidence

Hydrogen production

Produce clean, innovative, safe and competitive industry: Lowcarbon emissions, cost-competitive products, continuously improving
processes and technologies, excellent safety track record

Usage sectors

INTERNATIONAL OUTREACH
AND ENGAGEMENT

2030

2050

Additional Green
Hydrogen
+
Fossil based
Hydrogen
Renewable
electricty needs for
Green Hydrogen
production

Source: Australia’s National Hydrogen Strategy (2019)
Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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chile

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: November 2020

special

features

Chile’s ambition is to become a key clean energy provider for a carbon neutral planet
by benefiting from advantageous geographical conditions (solar photovoltaic in
the North and Center and onshore wind in the South) to produce cost-competitive
renewable electricity, green hydrogen and other clean synthetic downstream
products.

Produce the cheapest green hydrogen on the planet by 2030:
achieve a renewable hydrogen price below 1.5 USD/kg, benefit from
abundant and cost-competitive renewable energy in Chili (solar and
wind power)

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Be among the top three exporters by 2040: export green
hydrogen, green ammonia and clean synthetic fuels derived from
hydrogen, establish reliable long-term relations and contracts with
importing countries

5 GW of electrolysis capacity under development by 2025: foster
innovation, promote growth and local employment, encourage
competition, facilitate investments and implement a proactive publicprivate coordination to lower barriers

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
Up to 50 MUSD to support green hydrogen projects, promote
R&D, innovative solutions and industrialisation, collaborate with
key stakeholders and organise public-private roundtables

FOSTER
DEVELOPMENT

BUILD GLOBAL MARKETS

REGULATORY MEASURES

Promote the establishment
of international certification
systems for carbon footprints
and Guarantees of Origin (GO)
for green hydrogen, encourage
global cooperation, deploy a
green hydrogen diplomacy

Regulate safety issues, remove
regulatory barriers, implement
gas network quota mechanisms,
discuss carbon price and taxes
that better reflect externalities

25 GW
5 GW

250 GW
145 GW

5-8 GW

40 GW

X
2/3 BUSD

200 GW

X
7/16 BUSD

X

transport

power system

Electrolyser capacity

300 GW

X

9/24 BUSD

8/19 BUSD

X

X
5/11 BUSD

X
2025 2030 2035 2040 2045 2050
1 BUSD

industry

Educate and sensitise
the public, develop key
infrastructures, create new
sophisticated and satisfactory
jobs, encourage the balanced
use of resources and land

CHILEAN MARKETS FOR HYDROGEN & ITS DERIVATIVES

Usage sectors
export

SOCIAL AND LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT

Chilean markets for
green hydrogen
and its derivatives
(BUSD) & Associated
Renewable Capacity

Domestic Market/Exports
Source: Chilean National Hydrogen Strategy (2020)
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european union

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: July 2020

special

features

The main purpose of the European Union (EU) hydrogen strategy is to encourage
member states and private investments by loosening some regulatory and
financial constraints. In doing so, the EU aims to organise European cooperation
through the creation of a common regulatory framework and norms, the development
of EU infrastructures and the set up of a global European market.
Encourage investment from member states and from private
entities: strengthen EU’s strategic position in the world, support R&D
and innovation, develop key technologies, encourage industrialisation
and promote hydrogen applications

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
SUPPORT AND PROMOTE
HYDROGEN PRODUCTION,
APPLICATIONS AND
PROJECTS

Organise European cooperation: develop European
infrastructures, set up a European regulatory framework, coordinate
research and demonstration projects, centralise feedback

ESTABLISH INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS AND FOSTER EUROPEAN
COOPERATION
Develop transport networks within the EU and
with partner states, set up a global market

Develop international trade: set up a global market, establish
partnerships for imports (Eastern Europe and Northern Africa),
export hydrogen technology outside the EU

Facilitate the EU’s energy transition: hydrogen is expected to represent
13 to 14 % of the total European energy mix by 2050, 25% of renewable
electricity production will be used to produce hydrogen by 2050

power system

Quotas and minimum percentage of
green hydrogen for industrial and mobility
applications, low-carbon threshold, renewable
hydrogen certification, GOs, Carbon contracts
for difference (CCfDs)

80 GW1

6 GW

transport

CREATE AN EFFICIENT REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

ELECTROLYSER GENERATION capacity

Usage sectors
industry

Several funding programmes and organisations
(European Clean Hydrogen Alliance, InvestEU, ETS
Innovation Fund, etc.): between 180 and 470B€ for green
hydrogen, 3 and 18B€ for blue hydrogen ; 24 to 42B€
for electrolysers ; 220 to 340B€ for renewable electricity
production and connection costs ; 11B€ for CCUS ; 65B€
for transport/distribution/storage/hydrogen stations (all
investments are public and/or private)

2024

1

10Mt

2030

40 GW in Europe and 40 GW in partner countries for imports

Electrolyser
capacity

Estimated
renewable hydrogen
production

Source: European Hydrogen Strategy (2020)
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france

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: September 2020

special

features

The government’s primary focus is to support R&D&I and to establish a hydrogen
value chain in France. Extensive infrastructures and a low-carbon electric mix will
facilitate the implementation of yellow (water electrolysis using nuclear electricity) and
green hydrogen production in France. The French hydrogen strategy mainly focuses
on the national situation: no partnerships outside the EU are yet considered and no
support measures are implemented to foster the development of a global market.
Strengthen the French industrial and economic position as
well as energy sovereignty: become a world leader, encourage
reindustrialisation and create jobs (from 50 000 to 150 000 jobs
created by 2030)

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Decarbonise the French industry and promote clean mobility:
produce low-carbon hydrogen, -6Mt CO2 emissions by 2030

Support French companies throughout the entire hydrogen
value chain: foster education and training, fund R&D&I, support the
industrial production of electrolysers and develop mobility applications

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
FINANCIAL INCENTIVES
AND GRANTS

EUROPEAN COOPERATION
The French vision is in line
with the European hydrogen
strategy. The government also
wants to establish a strong
French-German Alliance

CREATE AN EFFICIENT
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Guarantee of Origin, carbon
traceability, security norms, etc.

FUND TRAINING, R&D and
INNOVATION

Support research in disruptive
technologies, create “hydrogen
campuses”

FRENCH production targets
40%
21,5%

71-78 GW
6,5 GW

Usage sectors

Percentage
of renewable
electricity in total
production
Renewable
electricity
generation
capacity
Electrolyser
capacity

2019
power system

Public funding of 7.2B€ from 2020-2030:
subsidise hydrogen projects and industrialisation,
implement support mechanisms for hydrogen
production and applications

industry

transport

2023

2030
Source: French National Hydrogen Strategy (2020); PPE (2020); LTECV (2015)
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germany

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: June 2020

special

features

Establishing international partnerships (e.g. with Morocco) is the main priority for
the German Federal Government. Germany aims to export its technology while
importing renewable electricity, hydrogen, methane and other synthetic
downstream products.
The government believes that only green hydrogen is sustainable in the long
term. Water electrolysis is the main production technique that is considered today,
but other options could also be studied in the future (bio-based processes, artificial
photosynthesis, etc.).
Become a world leader: support and fund R&D&I, develop key
technologies across the entire hydrogen value chain

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Establish partnerships, encourage international trade and
develop a global market: import renewable electricity, hydrogen
and methane from partner countries, export German technology
in partner countries, establish an efficient regulatory framework in
Europe and the world, develop global infrastructures

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
SPEED UP MARKET ROLLOUT
OF HYDROGEN TECHNOLOGY
IN GERMANY
FOSTER INTERNATIONAL
PARTNERSHIPS

CREATE AN EFFICIENT REGULATORY
FRAMEWORK

A 2B€ budget to build up and intensify
international cooperation

Establish clear sustainable standards, foster
systematisation and environmental classification
of electricity, hydrogen and synthetic
downstream products

ELECTROLYSER capacity
& Hydrogen production

Fulfil international sustainable development goals and achieve
carbon neutrality: green hydrogen is a key element for a successful
German energy transition, 20% of low-carbon hydrogen by 2030

Usage sectors

0,85 Mt

14 TWh

5 GW

power system

transport

Hydrogen production
targets
Electrolyser capacity

0,42 Mt

2030
industry

A 7B€ budget: financial support for R&D,
hydrogen projects, industrialisation and
infrastructures (grants, loans and CCfDs)

10 GW

2035-2040

Necessary renewable
electricity

Source: German National Hydrogen Strategy (2020)
Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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japan

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: December 2017 / Updated in 2019

special

features

Japan focuses on the transport sector in its hydrogen strategy. The 2019 strategy
update includes detailed cost and performance targets for various technologies
(e.g. FCEV). Japan is among the nations that prepare the most actively for hydrogen
imports, building up supply chains and infrastrucutre. By 2050, the country wants
to build up a «hydrogen society», and is on a good way given the maturity of its
strategy.

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
Hydrogen
support budget

Support technology development and enhance industrial
competitiveness: Japan is a front-runner in the hydrogen economy
and a leader in R&D, especially in fuel cells

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Establish an international hydrogen supply chain: Japan
plans to import hydrogen (e.g. from Australia) and already
builds up necessary infrastructure. The country also hosts annual
International Hydrogen Energy Ministerial Meetings since 2018 to
enhance international cooperation
Diversify energy imports: Japan’s energy policy aims at energy
security, economic efficiency and environment suitability on the
premise of safety. The island nation is marked by the energy crisis
resulting from the Great East Japan Earthquake and subsequent
nuclear power accident

Usage sectors

National R&D
achievements

SUPPLY CHAIN AND IMPORT
INFRASTRUCTURE

The field of fuel cells (maritime, transport, and
stationary applications) and Power-to-Gas, R&D
is especially encouraged

Australia and Brunei are the first hydrogen
suppliers of Japan. RD&D projects for longdistance transportation, loading and storage of
liquefied hydrogen will be launched

Hydrogen CONSUMPTION
200 t
per year

4kt
per year
(proportions
unknown)

300 k t
per year
(proportions
unknown)

5 to 10 Mt
per year
(proportions
unknown)

Fossil-based hydrogen
(without CCS)
Blue Hydrogen (with CCS)
Green Hydrogen from
renewable power

2017
transport

Japan’s Ministry for the Economy’s (METI) total budget for
hydrogen in the fiscal year 2018: 28.4 billion JPY (260 million
USD, not including subsidies for FSV); NEDO’s budget for R&D
(part of METI’s budget): 15,1 billion JPY

power system

buldings

2020

2030

2050

Source: Strategic Roadmap for Hydrogen & Fuel Cells (2019); Basic Hydrogen Strategy (2017)
Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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netherlands

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: March 2020

special

features

The Netherlands is home to an already active community of hydrogen pilot
and demonstration projects, including CCUS infrastructure for blue hydrogen.
Hydrogen infrastructure plays a dominant role in the Dutch strategy, which applies
to existing gas grids, new international interconnections, as well as import and export
infrastructure in its ports. In this view, the government positions the Netherlands as
hydrogen transport hub for Europe.
Capitalise on grid assets and geographical position: the
Netherlands aim to leverage its strategic position for interconnecting
gas grids, and in the future maybe H2 pipelines, across Europe. The
port of Rotterdam is seen as a hub to import, transport and export
hydrogen between international supply and demand hotspots

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
70 million euros of subsidies (existing Energy Innovation
Demonstration Scheme DEI+ & new upscaling instrument)
and support scheme for cost-effective carbon emissions
reduction (SDE++) for green and blue hydrogen production
and CCS

70 million euros
of subsidies

Regulatory measures

Focus on the transport sector

On European level, the Netherlands push for
an obligatory mix of hydrogen in gas networks

Target volumes for FCEV:
15,000 by 2025; 300,000 by 2030
Target volumes for FC heavy vehicles (incl.
agricultural): 3,000 by 2025
In the aviation sector, the Netherlands support
a blending obligation on European level

Support national technology development: the Dutch plan to
export «knowledge and skills» with gas and hydrogen in particular

Decarbonise and integrate renewables, especially offshore wind:
the Dutch government plans to evaluate projects linking hydrogen
production to offshore wind energy via integrated tenders. The
country’s offshore potential is evaluated at 11.5 GW in 2030, up to 40
GW are considered possible

Usage sectors

Hydrogen production

1.5 kt

2019
transport

industry

500 MW

2025

Fossil-fuel based
hydrogen without
CCS (from brown
coal and natural gas
reformation)

3 to 4 GW

2030

Electrolysis capacity
for green hydrogen
production

NB: Blue Hydrogen
will continue to play a
role, which is however
not outlined

Source: Government Strategy on Hydrogen (2020)
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norway

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: May 2020

special

features

Norway will focus specifically on its maritime industry, in order to keep its international
pioneering role in green shipping. The government sheds light on blue hydrogen
in order to strenghten the Norwegian gas industry and its opportunities throughout
Europe. The strategy has so far received mixed feedbacks due to its lack of ambition;
a more detailed roadmap is expected by June 2021.
Support technology development and enhance industrial
competitiveness: in order to break down the barriers, the government
will continue to fund the development and implementation of new
technologies and solutions through the state enterprise Enova,
Innovation Norway and the Research Council of Norway

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Rely on their maritime assets to remain a green shipping
pioneer: the government will assist the Norwegian maritime
industry in becoming a major supplier in the transition that the
global shipping industry will go through

Develop blue hydrogen alongside with natural gas: Norway
has ambitions to build cost-effective solutions for full-scale CCS
plants, given that this will generate technology development in an
international perspective

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
Financial support through
various R&D programs

Maritime industry
pioneer

The Norwegian maritime
industry is an international
leader and has a great energy
transition potential

transport

Norway benefits from a highend expertise on gas due to
their natural gas infrastructure

Increasing number of
demonstratrors
Funded by schemes such as
PILOT-E

The Norwegian strategy does
not specify national hydrogen
production and consumption
forecasts. A more detailed
roadmap is expected by June 2021.

?
2020

industry

Strong gas
expertise

Hydrogen production & CONSUMPTION

Usage sectors
export

Financial support data is not available.
Electricity used to produce hydrogen through
electrolysis is currently exempt from the
consumer tax on electricity

2030

The government will most likely
support the development of blue
hydrogen in order to take advantage
of the existing gas infrastructure.

2040
Source: Norwegian Government’s hydrogen strategy (2020)
Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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portugal

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: July 2020

special

features

Portugal disposes of very favorable and unique conditions to develop a Hydrogen
Economy, including the existence of a modern natural gas infrastructure, very
competitive renewable electricity production prices and a strategic geographical
location that facilitates exports.
Strengthening the renewable energy export potential: the
production of hydrogen constitutes an opportunity for Portugal to
become an increasingly exporting country of renewable energies,
taking advantage of its competitiveness and great potential in this
sector

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Asset feasibility and sector coupling: the growing production
and consumption of hydrogen presents an opportunity to make
the current natural gas infrastructure viable, leveraging the
complementarity between the electricity sector and the gas sector

Creation and reconversion of employment: Portugal has already
demonstrated that the adoption of ambitious policies associated
with the energy transition and decarbonisation are directly related to
economic growth and job creation

Usage sectors

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
Support Investment in
hydrogen projects

Clear and transparent
mechanism to support
hydrogen production

2

Biomass gasification
production

578 kt H2

X400 kt H

X

2

X45 kt H
2025

X145 kt H

2

2030

Electrolysis production

2

X250 kt H
2

export

In addition to boosting the
production, support the
demand side which creates the
necessary conditions for a true
hydrogen economy

920 kt H2

320 kt H2

Injection in thE Natural
Gas Networks: 15%

Set hydrogen
incorporation targets

Reduce costs and barriers to
the entry of hydrogen in the
national energy system

Hydrogen
production
«H Base» scenario, DGEG 2020

Objectives for 2030

transport: 5%

Regulate hydrogen
injection in the gas
networks

In particular, to cover the
difference between green
hydrogen cost and the price
of natural gas on the national
market  

100 kt H2

industry: 5%

The national strategy foresees investments of 7
billion euros by 2030, leading to a reduction in
natural gas imports of 300 to 600 million euros.

2035

2040

Exported hydrogen

Source: Portugal National Hydrogen Strategy (2020)

Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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spain

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: July 2020 / Approval: October 2020

special

features

The Spanish hydrogen strategy is in line with the EU vision. The government wants to
build on EU cooperation and aims to export renewable hydrogen to European
countries. Moreover, the government believes that hydrogen is a key factor to facilitate
the integration of Spain’s renewable electricity production (solar and onshore/
offshore wind power). Spain mainly relies on private investments (no dedicated public
hydrogen fund).
Support R&D&I and develop new technologies: foster economic
growth and develop technical solutions along the hydrogen chain
value

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS

Produce renewable hydrogen and support the deployment
and integration of renewable electricity: foster sector coupling,
strengthen energy sovereignty, encourage sustainable mobility,
decarbonise the industry sector

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
SUPPORT AND INCENTIVISE
GREEN HYDROGEN
APPLICATIONS AND PROJECTS
CREATE HYDROGEN
VALLEYS AND TERRITORIAL
ECOSYSTEMS
Develop production sites
with generation capacities of
above 100 MW, focus on noninterconnected zones

CREATE AN EFFICIENT
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

Administrative simplification,
remove regulatory barriers, GO,
encourage competition

SENSITISE
THE PUBLIC

Help Spanish people
understand the potential of
renewable hydrogen, foster
education

ELECTROLYSER GENERATION capacity
Have a leading role in Europe’s hydrogen market: export
renewable energy production in Europe and establish a partnership
with Portugal and Morocco

Usage sectors

4 GW

300 to 600 MW

2024
export

The government believes funding for
hydrogen will cost 8.9B€ over the next 10
years, they expect most investments will come
from the private sector

industry

power system

transport

Electrolyser
capacity

2030

Source: Spanish National Hydrogen Roadmap (2020)
Low-Carbon Hydrogen Development - © Yélé Consulting
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south korea

FOCUS ON PUBLISHED HYDROGEN STRATEGIES

Publication: January 2019

special

features

Given South Korea’s strong automobile industry, the country aims at a leadership
role for fuel cell electric vehicles. In contrast to other countries’ hydrogen strategies,
decarbonisation is not a driver for South Korea.

Foster economic growth: the hydrogen economy is one of
the country’s prioritary strategic investment sectors to sustain
economic growth  

PREDOMINANT
STRATEGIC
GOALS
Support national technology development: South Korea is
thriving for technological and industrial excellence, especially in
the automobile sector, that is fuel cell electric vehicles, as well as
for stationary fuel cells

ENABLERS & SUPPORT MEASURES
Government subsidies are available for FCEV purchase,
electrolysis, storage, Power-to-Hydrogen, methanation, liquid
organic hydrogen carriers,  LH2 technologies, application in
maritime transport and product safety in industry

No associated
budget

Regulatory measures

Fuel cell power generation is supported by a
Renewable Portfolio Standard: Large power
producers are mandated to meet a minimum
portion of their power generation from new
and renewable technologies, including fuel cell
power generation

5.26 Mt

0.13 M t

0.47 M t

(proportions
unknown)

70% of «clean
hydrogen», domestic
production or imported

Fossil-based hydrogen
(without CCS)
Blue Hydrogen (with CCS)
Green Hydrogen from
renewable power

2018
transport

Objective for FCEV: by 2040, 2.9 million units
for the domestic market and 3.3 million units
for export.
Objective for fuel cell power generation: 15 GW
by 2040, including 7 GW for export.
Objective for stationary fuel cell’s application in
buildings: 2.1 GW by 2040

Hydrogen consumption
1.94 M t

Usage sectors

Focus on fuel cells

power system

buldings

2022

2030

2040

Source: Note on Hydrogen Economy Plan (2019); Ifri analysis of South Korea’s strategy (2020)
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III. Overview of Countries with ambitious Policy
Discussions on Hydrogen
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OVERVIEW OF AMBITIOUS POLICY DISCUSSIONS

canada
The federal Canadian and Alberta governments seek to build on existing hydrogen and natural gas production, with longer
term plans for low-carbon hydrogen. Ottawa’s strategy is to rely on a combination of blue and green hydrogen since the
country could potentially have one of the lowest blue hydrogen costs in the world, thereby boosting export market growth.
Blue hydrogen is seen as a cleaner alternative to using natural gas to extract crude at steam-driven oil sands sites.
A long-term strategy is expected by the end of 2020.
Source: Petroleum Economist (2020); Reuters (2020)

usa
While the US has not announced yet large scale efforts regarding low-carbon hydrogen, significant progress is being
made in initiating a future “hydrogen economy.” The US government is currently funding a special initiative that focuses on
developing emerging technologies and market growth: the H2 @Scale program. Supported by the US Department of Energy,
this program is considered as a ‘multi-year initiative to fully realise hydrogen’s benefits across the economy’. The program was
initiated four years ago and has recently begun to show its first results.
Meanwhile, the FCHEA - a Washington DC-based industry association that aims to develop markets for fuel cells and hydrogen
energy - has published a realistic “roadmap” that sets out a 10-year timeline for new technology deployment and the
opening of hydrogen markets.
Source: Oilprice (2020)
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OVERVIEW OF AMBITIOUS POLICY DISCUSSIONS

Gulf Cooperation Council

bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates

Saudi Arabia has ambitious plans to become the largest supplier of hydrogen in the world. The national strategy will be
announced within the next months, and will focus on blue hydrogen, but will also consider green hydrogen production
given the abundant and low-cost solar energy potential. In September 2020, Saudi Arabia shipped to Japan the world’s first
blue hydrogen cargo, which was converted into ammonia.
Oman has also announced the development of a green hydrogen plant using an electrolyser capacity of 300 to 500 MW.
However, the supply chain is a key factor to win the global green hydrogen market. Therefore, GCC countries are considering
converting the green hydrogen to green ammonia before exporting it. At the export destination, green ammonia will be
cracked to extract the “stored” hydrogen for end use.
Source: Arabian Business (2020); GDN (2020); Strategy& (2020)

italy
The Italian hydrogen roadmap, launched in November 2020, outlined a target of 5GW electrolyser capacity to be installed
by 2030 to produce green hydrogen. The roadmap also highlighted a clear-cut need for additional renewable capacity.
The plan outlines two key green hydrogen uses: transport and industry. Both rail and long-haul vehicles were identified as the
main transport segments to decarbonise using green hydrogen.
The roadmap earmarks €10bn of investment by 2030 to meet the 5GW target and establish the needed hydrogen infrastructure
(€5-7bn for the production side and €2-3bn to support distribution infrastructure).
Source: ICIS (2020)

morocco
Considered as a global leader in renewable energy generation, the Kingdom of Morocco is working on strengthening this
position by developing a green hydrogen economy. The North African country believes it can capture 4 to 8% of the
fledgling global Power-to-X market, which utilises excess renewable electricity to make green hydrogen, synthetic natural
gas and industrial liquids among other products.
Morocco has launched a tender to build a pilot green ammonia plant, which will test two electrolyser techniques to compare
the impact of electricity generation intermittence, and will enable the production of around 4t of ammonia daily. In collaboration
with the Germain government, Morocco is also working on an ambitious project to build a 100 MW green hydrogen plant,
which should be operational by 2025.
Source: Petroleum Economist (2020)
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OVERVIEW OF AMBITIOUS POLICY DISCUSSIONS

china
During the first six months of 2020 alone, 37 policies in support of the hydrogen economy have been published by
various level governments, including 7 by central government authorities, and 30 by local governments.
The ambition of China is to expand hydrogen production and create new end-uses: in the transport segment (e.g. 1
million FCEVs and 1 000 hydrogen fueling stations by 2030), but possibly also in ‘’hard to abate’’ sectors such as steel and
cement manufacturing or in the electric storage sector (Power-to-X).
After president Xi Jinping’s announcement for carbon neutrality in 2060 (September 2020), hydrogen is expected to play
a much more important role in the country’s energy strategy.
Source: IFRI (2020)

new zealand
The government published in September 2019 a “Hydrogen Green Paper”, unveiling the country’s vision for potential
hydrogen production, export and utilisation in the New Zealand economy as part of a wider renewable energy strategy.
Hydrogen is seen as a relevant solution for insular systems in terms of decarbonisation, heavy transport conversion,
electricity supply security and export revenue.
The country is conducting several projects and demonstrators with a special focus on mobility and refining sectors. The
region of Taranaki has also announced its hydrogen roadmap in March 2019, with clear ambitions for energy storage,
vehicle fuel and export potential.
Source: Green Paper (2019); Tarakani Roadmap (2019)

russia
In October 2020, Russia announced its own hydrogen roadmap. The plan is rather short term - covering the period from
2021 to 2024 - and is meant to be an initial step for the Russian government, businesses, and institutions to better understand
the potential of hydrogen opportunities and to encourage the implementation of pilot projects. In contrast to many
other countries, Russia’s interest in hydrogen seems to be primarily driven by changes in the global energy market, as
The Kremlin wants to keep its leading position as a major global energy exporter.
It should be noted that Russia, like many other countries, does not have comprehensive regulations for hydrogen development
and use, nor are there any focused legal or fiscal incentives currently available. The roadmap sets a framework for the
development of these regulations.
Source: Morgan Lewis analysis (2020)
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about us
•

An independent engineering and consulting firm with +90 employees

•

Providing a variety of services and solutions to support the low-carbon energy transition: strategy, operations
and digital

•

A multi-energy and sector coupling expertise

•

Several studies on low-carbon hydrogen projects at the European level

•

Capacity to combine technical, economic, environmental and societal aspects regarding emerging sectors
and industries

•

International exposure with projects in Europe, Africa and Asia

•
•

contact

15 nationalities: Yélé promotes diversity
Ranked 4th on the Great Place to Work® - France 2019
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Manager, Low-Carbon Hydrogen
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